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Directed by ........................................... BEYONCÉ KNOWLES-CARTER

DEDICATED TO MY SON, SIR CARTER,
AND TO ALL OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS,
THE SUN AND THE MOON BOW FOR YOU.
YOU ARE THE KEYS TO THE KINGDOM.
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Cinematographers
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Creative Director  BERT YUKICH
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VFX Supervisors  DAVID LEBENSFELD
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2D Composite Supervisor  ZHE CHONG
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Match Move Lead  VIVIANA TORRELLAS
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Executive Producer. .......................... BEN COOPER
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Director ......................................................... JOSHUA KISSI
Producer ....................................................... SHARIFAH ISSAKA

Artist and Talent Coordinator ............... LEAH NARDOS TAKELE
Dancers

ORITSETSOLAYE AKUYA
COURTNEY ALLEN
LAILA BAILEY
ALYSSA BAS
IMANI BAS
WILLIAM CALEB BONNEY
KEITH NEDD BRIDGEMAN
YMAJAI BROOKS
DIANA CARE
MELISSA CHARLOT
BRANDON COLEMAN
RAMEER COLON
CLAYTHAN CONERLY
ARIANA CROWDER
LOVE DIVINE-IKE
PATRICE DODD
SELSA DOGBATSE
NADJANA DUECK
VICTORIA EVANS
MICHAEL FRANKLIN
BRITTANY GRANT
LEE GUMBS
JASMINE HARPER
ERIN HERNANDEZ
NIA HUTCHINSON
HABBY JACQUES
JESSE JOHNSON
JANE KOK
AJONI LLEWELLYN
JVAREAN MACK
JAZMIN MASON
LANIER MCKINNEY
JAZLYN MILLER
KENDRA OYESANYA
TIWA PEARL
PABALLO PHIRI
PAIGE RAMSEY
JO’ARTIS RATTI
KARLY ROBINSON
ELISABETH SAINWIL
PHILICIA SAUNDERS
TYDRYN SCOTT
NICOLE CHIN SHUE
NIKEVA STAPLETON
CHINA TAYLOR
RAPHAEL THOMAS
CHIBUIKE PHILOMINA TIWARAMUZO
SEDRIG VERWOERT
RANDALL WATSON
ALRICK WHITE
EBONY WILLIAMS
KHADIJA WILSON
MYKELL WILSON
CHRISTIAN YAV

DOMINIQUE YOUNG

HERMAN BRYANT
HERMAN BRYANT
DENEE BAPTISTE
NYOUKA BAUGH
JAHANNA BLUNT
AL-IKHLAS BOXX
ANGELIO BROCK
ZAVION BROWN
TANESHA CASON
DENZEL CHISOLM
KENITIA COLEMAN
SANDRA COLTON
EMMA CORNWELL
KANY DIABATE
GERALD DIXONBEY
HALIMA DODO
DEBORAH DOMINGUEZ
UMAAARA ELLIOTT
ASHA FRANCIS
INGA GILLYER
LAUREN GREGORY
DEVINN HARRIS
DARIUS HICKMAN
CHRISTINA JACKSON
EROMOSE ORDIA JOHN
WILLIAM JONES
BUKHOSIBAKHE LETSEKHA
SISLEY LOUBET
MICHAEL MARTINEZ
ASHANTI MCINTOSH
LEICENT MENZIE
ALEJANDRA MIRANDA
MELISSA MOORE
ELMA MOTLOENYA
SAADIYA MURPHY
STEPHEN OJO
BRITTANY PARKS
CHRISTINA PELLERIN
COURTNI POE
SHEA RAMSEY
DEJAH ROBINSON
REBBIE ROSIE
SHELLEE SAMUELS
TAMAR SAUNDERS
AMBERLY SHAW
JAZZ SMITH
JONAS SUBER
TAYLOR TERRY
ASHLEY THOMPSON
UYOATA UDI
KARA WADE
JOYDAYNE WHITE
QUINETTA WILMINGTON
MICAH WILSON
HIMERRIA WORTHAM
ALYSSA YOUNG

INNA ZINYUK

CHOIR

VERNON BURRIS
HERMAN BRYANT
MABVUTO CARPENTER
KAWAN DEBOSE
QUISHIMA DIXON
LAMARCUS ELDRIDGE
CHOOAVN EVANS
JADEN GRAY
CAMILLE GRISBYS
MALCOM HARVEST
WILLIE LATIMORE
CEDRIT LEONARD
MARIAH MAXWELL
JAMAAL MOORE
SHALEAH NIKOLE
DWANNA ORANGE
MELODYE PERRY
JOR’EL QUINN
NICOLE STEPHENS
DONNY SYKES
ADRIANA WASHINGTON
JEROME WAYNE
SURRENITY X

ADDITIONAL CAST

HANNAH ABDULE
SHOBANDE ABISOLA
VIVIALY ADEMIOJU
JAMEKE ADEYAYLE
AMANKWAH ADJEI
DIANE NADIA ARU-GYAMFI
QUEEN AFUA
BOLA AJIBADE
RILEY-ANN AKIRA
ETHAN AKPAN
OLUWATOSIN ALAPAFUJA
MALCOLM ALEXIS
IBKISAM ALI
PERRINA ALLEN
JACOB ALLOTYE
ALABI AMIDAT
GAFFAR AMZAT
FARRAH ANAFO
BARBRA AYANDA
OMNI AYERS
LAOFOU AYIBAMO
FATIMAH AYIDI
EMMANUEL AYANDOTUN AYOKA

SALAWA ABISOLA
ADEHOLA ADEIFE
YUUMOKE ADEYANU
ADEBOMI ADEYEMI
ISAAD AKOYI
FEMI AJASA
FAVOUR AKISO
AVERY AKPAN
KENYA AKUA
JOHNSON ALEXANDER
HENRY ALFORD
YASIR ALI
RASHEED ALLI
OSE AMEDU
PATREK AMUTA
CYNDI ANAFO
CAMILLE ANDERSON
TACKIE ANDREWS
TOSIN APAPFUJA
VERA APPIAH
KEHINDE ARE
NICOLA ASHLEY
ELIZABETH ATUSERI
AMEPUDU ABAH
HOWARD BALEY
AHOUSS BALIMA
THEOPHILIA BAMBAN
MANJU BANGALORE
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LALI AVIS MIKE CASH
KNOKO CHAPPLE DAVE DEAN
BENJI EDWARDS NTKOZO FAKUDE
DONNA IMBARRATO JEFF LAZAR
FELIX OJEDIRAN LOGOR OLMUYIWA
VIKTOR RENSON M CHEF ROUSSEL
EV SALOMON KENNETH TAYLOR
YORI TONDROWSKI IBRAHIM “HAM” YILLA

2nd Assistant Directors
AMANJAH ANTHONY DEON BOYCE
DANIEL FRANTZ BIRGIT FRANTZEN
GEORGE HARKNES GERALD HICKMAN
BLAIR HOWLEY JOY HUBBARD
CARL JACKSON LEONARD LEROTHA
PHOEBE MARKHAM DEIGHTON MCKOY
GIFT NKOSI GEORGE SOLOMAN
JOSH WILLIAMS KENNY WILLIAMS
MYEKA WILLIAMS KRUGER ZULU

2nd 2nd Assistant Directors
ATENA ASSIAEE LAURA CADEPO
ANTHONY DIDOMENICO JEAN ELIE
GREG HALL JOY HUBBARD
OLIVER KONTEH
AD Production Assistants .................... ALEX BAILEY
DARIUS JOHNSON ASAD KHAN
OLIVER KONTEH

Assistant Production Supervisors .................. ROBERT DAY
TIFFANY MARIE SOTO
Creative Coordinator ......................... BLAIR CANNON

Production Coordinators
DESIREE ABETYA WANITA ANDREWS
SIYA BAHAL DAN ENGWALL
HAYLEY FELIX ERNA GOSSARD
ALEX GUERRA MARQUES JACKSON
RAVEN JENSEN IAN MCKINNIE
TUMI MOLEKO-NKOMO LINDA NHIM
LARS NORDGAARD SINA PARS
TRINA PETERSON ELLIOT RUBY
RACHEL SCARPELLI

Production Designers
FREYJA BARDELL HANNAH BEACHLER
JENNIFER & PABLO BOYD KEVIN EMECHETA
CARLOS LASZLO SUSAN LINNS
MIRANDA LORENZ BRANDON MENDEZ
RIKA NAKANISHI MAX RANDALL
GERARD SANTOS ETHAN TOBMAN
VIRGINIA BERG CASSIA DICKINSON
LINN GELERT JOHN “MINGY” MINGALONE
GAVIN SCATES PILI WEEBER

Art Directors
CARLOS LASZLO ERIQUE SWART
MIRANDA LORENZ KRYSTLE THOMPSON
RIKA NAKANISHI MAX RANDALL

Art Coordinators
SARA BARRETT RYAN CAPIO
JONNY DINIA REGINA FERNANDEZ
CRYSTAL MARIE GRIEGO TRAVIS MATTHEW
SYDNEY MILLS CARYN NOVAK
BRYSON PINTARD ERIC MADISON
MAYA YERGO

Leadmen
CARLOS FAGUNDO JOHN HIRSCH
JOHN HORLICK JEREMY VILLALOBOS
TYLER STONE

Set Decorators
CHRIS BELTRAN MAILE CASSARA
JILL CRAWFORD SIMONA ENNAS
SANDY HUBSHMAN SHELLA JAYBIRD
STEVE KIRATSOUS CARYN NOVAK
LILA YANOW

Set Dressers
JADE ALTMAN MARK BEHN
RUBEN CHAVEZ MEEYOUNG CHOI
KENDRA COTCAMP JESUS FLORES
KIRK GRAVES ZACH GROLL
BRAD HERNANDEZ CHRIS HOHMAN
STEVEN KIRATSOUS PATRICIA LATHAN

On-Set Dressers
GILES AUGUSTINE JEVON DISMUKE
LINTZ HADLEY TONY MARTINEZ
DENVER STODDARD MICHAEL SETH WILDER

Cast & Extras Coordinator .......................... KIM RUPPING
Continuity ................................. THANDOKAZI MSUZA

Creative Coordinator ................................. BLAIR CANNON
Scenic

JP BELL
JONATHAN GILEN
GABRIEL HUALLANCA
SHAUN MARTINEZ
ABE SANTANA
Greensman
Floral Designer
Set Builders

JOSH HAKIAN
ALBERT LANNUTTI
DAMON SARAIFAN
ROB VAN DEN BRAGT
Smoke Effects
Special Effects

JONATHAN GILLEN
JUSTIN HAMEL
TODD IOVATA
ALMA MCLAY
KEVIN WATSON

GABRIEL HUALLANCA
TODD IOVATA
LOU SAROWSKY
MICH GORDON
JASON TAPIA

SHAUN MARTINEZ
ALMA MCLAY
MAURICE HARRIS FOR BLOOM & PLUME
LEON BREYTEMBAUER

ABE SANTANA
LOU SAROWSKY
DAVID MAUPA
BARRY PARVESS

Greensman
Floral Designer
Set Builders

Casey Baker
Jae Kim
Chaldea O’ Sullivan
Chris Roze
EriQue Swart
2nd Props

Jae Kim
Justin Tolbert
3rd Props

Brendan Morello
Blas Valejo

J&M Tech
Picture Vehicle

J&M Tech
Picture Vehicle

Shoppers
Kendra Cotcamp
Avery Ferguson
Hillary Matheny

wnda Cotcamp
Avery Ferguson
Hillary Matheny

2nd Props
Jae Kim
Justin Tolbert
3rd Props
Brendan Morello
Blas Valejo

Construction Coordinator
Duane Russell
Chase Consultant
Mick Bighamian

Animal Wranglers

SUSAN BENEDON
KIRSTIN McMILLAN
Michael Morris
RICK NYBERG
DOREE SITTERLY
JOE SUFFREDINI

Animal Wranglers

LINDA DUNN
SUSAN BENEDON
KIRSTIN McMILLAN
Michael Morris

Aerialist
Guntere Dapiaza

Stunt Coordinators
RYAN ANGILLEY
LEO GIBBS

STUNT SAFETY ASSISTANTS
RICHARD CAPE
GARRICK PRETORIUS
BRENDAN RUSCH

Stunt Drivers
ANGELIQUE SMITH

Stunt Riders
PAIGE RHEA ALLISON
MASON BURST

Stunt Drivers
ANGELIQUE SMITH

Stunt Riders
PAIGE RHEA ALLISON
MASON BURST

Stunt Drivers
ANGELIQUE SMITH

Stunt Riders
PAIGE RHEA ALLISON
MASON BURST
Choreography Assistants ......................... SHEILA ATTAH  ROBIA MILLER  JORDAN SNYDER  JUNIOR VARGAS

Wardrobe Supervisor ............................... TIMOTHY WHITE

Additional Styling ................................. JUNE AMBROSE FOR JAY-Z  ROBERT BEHAR FOR NAOMI CAMPBELL  CYNTHIA LU FOR PHARRELL WILLIAMS

TREVOR STUURMAN  SHELI NYATHI-MASONDO  FEBEN VEBEMMEY  DANIEL OBASI  IBRAHIM KAMARA  EDEM DOSSOU  BROOKELYN AVILES  NANA KWASI WIAFE

Fashion Market Director ......................... ROGELIO F. BURGOS

Wardrobe Assistants
BEONCIA DUNN  SUZETTE SELMAN  CHRISS BARBERENA  BLAIR CANNON
JOHN DEPERALTA  ANGELA TAKURA DZARA
OLIVIA MAINS  JUSTIN RAMIREZ  RAOQUE MCINTOSH  TONYA HUYNH
JAIN KANG  JANELLE GLINDO
ASHLEY SMITH  ZOE ZHOU  ANAIAH JOHNSON  MARIA GARCIA  JOHN MCQUADE  RASHEEDA ALAIDE  AZEZEAT AMUSAT  JUSTINE HERRON
COOKIE WALKUKAS  ALEXANDRA SANCHEZ  RYAN DODSON  KENNY GERME

Assistants to Brookelyn Aviles ................. CARLOS AVILES  MEMPHIS BRADSHAW
Assistants to Trevor Stuurman ................. ANGELA TAKURA DZARA  NONDUMISO MAZWI
GARETH WRIGHTON  SASHA HARRIS
Assistants to Ibrahim Kamara ................. GARETH WRIGHTON  SASHA HARRIS
Assistants to Feben Vebemmey ................. KARISMA SCHERCHAN  ROBIN SPARKES  JAWARA ALLELYNE  POPPY BELL

Wardrobe Driver ................................. REUBEN MASONDO
Assistant Designer ................ ............... TIMOTHY WHITE
Tailor ................................................. AARON ROSA
Assistant Tailors ................................. DELIA ALLEYNE  JUAN GEYSER MONTES DE OCA

Seamstresses ..................................... CURIE CHOI  MADELINE JENKINS  GEORGE OXBY  ELISE DIEBEL

Stylist Producer ............................... MEGAN MCDERMOTT

Headress Designer ................ ............... JAMIE THOMPSON
Headress Designer Assistant ................. WENDY BONILLA

Glam for Kelly Rowland
Hair Stylist ................................. MICHELLE RICHARDSON
Make-Up Artist ................................. WENDI MIYAKE

Glam for Naomi Campbell
Hair Stylist ................................. ALEXANDER ARMOND
Make-Up Artist ................................. FRAN COOPER
Manicurist ................................. MERRICK FISHER

Glam for Lupita Nyong’o
Hair Stylist ................................. NAI’VASHA JOHNSON
Make-Up Artist ................................. NICK BAROSE
Manicurist ................................. SONYA BELAKHLEF

Glam for Tierra Whack
Hair Stylist ................................. JAMILAH CURRY
Make-Up Artist ................................. CAMILLE LAWRENCE

Glam for Busiswa
Hair Stylists ................................. NIKIWE DLOVA  BONOLO “BEEZYBRAIDS” GABUZA

Glam for Yemi Alade
Hair Stylist ................................. SABRINA PORSCHE
Make-Up Artist ................................. DAVID RODRIGUEZ

Glam for Jessie Reyez
Hair Stylist ................................. JOSEPH PUJALTE
Make-Up Artist ................................. THOM WALKER
Manicurist ................................. KIM VOLKAERT

Glam for Tiwa Savage
Hair Stylist ................................. CHYNA BEEZYBRAIDS
Make-Up Artist ................................. JHULES B

Additional Hair Stylists
SHARIKA ADAMS  KEHINDE ARE, AT 25THFAIRYHAIR
CHRISTIANA CASSELL  XIA CHARLES
NICOLE CORRINE  KEINDA DAVIS
CRYSTAL FLOWERS  JARED HENDERSON
DARICO JACKSON  MARIE JACQUES
ALICIA MARTIN  MELISSA MELVILLE
TASHANA MILES  NATALIA “TALI” MOSES
PRINCESS NDLOVU  NICKY NEWLAND
DANYELLE OSBORNE  TERESA PERALEZ
ELLE REED  SHARON ROBERTSON
MONIQUE RODRIGUEZ  SAFIYA WARNER BY HAIR LOVE
INDIA WILLIAMS

Hair Assistants
RONALD JONES BEY  CHAZSITY
MURIEL COLE  SHENDRA COLEMAN
STACEY COPELAND  KHETHIWE CHUMA
KACHAY DORSEY  GODFREY FITZGERALD
KENDRA GARVEY  ANGELICA GULLORY
HELENA JONES  LARISSA LONGLEY
BRITTANY LOVE  MARQUITA LYNCH
KELLIE MAJOR  JACKLYN MARTINEZ
SHADIA MENENO  LARRANISHA RUSSELL
DEMIESIO SANGO  TAIJE SIMON
HOPE LYNN STEVENSON  SKY VAN DER HOEK
DAVONTAE WASHINGTON  JAMAKAH WEBB
### Additional Make-Up

- **SAISHA BEECHAM** LEAH CARMICHAEL
- **CHRISTIANA CASSELL** MAXINE CHRISTIANS
- **GRACE ELLINGTON** CAMILLE EVANS
- **JAMES MCMAHON** LAURETTA ORJI
- **SCOTT OSBOURNE** TERESA PERALEZ
- **ELLE REED** ANDREA SAMUELS
- **FAITH SEUOE** FRANCESCA TOLOT

### Make-Up Assistants

- **MEREDITH CROSS** LISA DEMPSEY
- **ALYSSA HUDSON** IFEOMA KALU
- **MIKI MATSUNAGA** AKARAI SUGINO
- **BRIDGET O’DONNELL** MAVIS TSHABALALA
- **AMELIA RIOS** MARI DEL CARMEN ZUNIGA
- **SABU SUZUKI** MILDA MARIA TAPIA
- **SCARLET WALKER**

### Assistants to Sir John

- **ALYNA AJERE** AMBER AMOS
- **HALEY ANDREWS** CAMILLE ARIANE
- **KATA BARON** ALY BARR
- **LAURA BUENO** ERNESTO CASILLAS
- **NICOLETTE FERNANDEZ** JENN NGUYEN
- **BRIDGET O’DONNELL** MICHAEL “MEEKS” SILVA

### SFX Make-Up

- **WILL LEMON** ARGENIS LOPEZ
- **NICHOLAS LUJAN** JAMES MCMAHON
- **REBA VERA** MICHAELA WARIEBE

### 2nd Unit Cinematographers

- **IRIE CALKINS** SHAQUANA GOLDING

### 2nd Unit Producers

- **LAUREN BAKER** SHARIFAH ISSAKA

### Still Photographers

- **ROBIN HARPER** TRAVIS MATTHEWS

### BTS

- **GEORGE NINDI** TOLU OOSHODI

### Camera Operator

- **JAKE HOWARD**

### Steadicam Operators

- **ERIC CATLAN** DENNIS DWYER
- **DAVE ISERN** NICK MÜLLER
- **PAUL OSONDU** ADEOUWA OWU
- **BRENDAN POUTIER** HANRU REYNEKE
- **ARI ROBBINS** COLIN BURGESS

### Aerial Cinematographers

- **COLIN BURGESS** ANDREW PETERSON

### Drone Camera Operators

- **CLEB DES COGNETS** DRONE DUDES
- **ROB AGULO** DAN FEIGHERTY
- **SANDER BLOK** FC HAMMAN
- **WILLEM ENGELBRECHT** NATE LABRIZZA
- **ADAM GONZALEZ** JOSH KIGHT
- **ANDY HALLBACK** PHILLIP BOTHA
- **REED KOPPEN** BRIAN KIMPSON

### 1st ACs

- **HENRY BIGHA**
- **SANDER BLOK**
- **CHRIS DANIELS**
- **WILLEM ENGELBRECHT**
- **DIETER FRATER**
- **JASON H. GUERRERO**
- **ANDY HALLBACK**
- **REED KOPPEN**
- **OLUWISEUN LAWAL**

### 2nd ACs

- **SACHI BAHRA**
- **LUIZA BETANCUR**
- **ERIN ENDO**
- **DOM JONES**
- **JORDAN MARTIN**
- **REBECCA RAJADNYA**
- **JOHN SCIVOLOTTA**
- **EVAN WALSH**
- **JOHN WOODWARD**

### 2nd Unit Camera Operators

- **ANDREW BRINKHAUS**
- **NICK MÜLLER**
- **NICK PERRON SIEGEL**

### 2nd Unit 1st ACs

- **Derek Edwards**
- **CHARLEE HARRISON**
- **MATT SANDERSON**

### 2nd Unit 2nd ACs

- **HAROLD ERKINS**
- **ROB REAVES**
- **JAKE ROSENBLATT**

### Arri Head Tech

- **STEVE MILLER**

### Phantom Operator

- **STEVE ROMANO**

### Phantom Downloaders

- **TOPHER MASLANKA**

### Technocrane Camera Operators

- **BOGDAN IOFCIULESCU**

### Technocrane Techs

- **MATHIEU ROBERTS**
- **SEAN STRONG**

### Oculus Tech

- **SHAWN FOSSEN**

### Remote Head Techs

- **CHRISTOPHER DEFRANCO**

### Stabilize Head Tech

- **JUNCTION WEN**

### Technocrane Techs

- **CHRIS DICKSON**
- **MICHAEL ELLIS**
- **WILL PIPKINS**
- **SEAN STRONG**

### Arri Head Tech

- **MICHAEL MENSAH**

### Hydrascope Tech

- **STEVE MILLER**

### Remote Head Techs

- **CHRISTOPHER DEFRANCO**

### Stabilize Head Tech

- **JUNCTION WEN**

### Technocrane Techs

- **CHRIS DICKSON**
- **MICHAEL ELLIS**
- **WILL PIPKINS**
- **SEAN STRONG**

### Oculus Tech

- **SHAWN FOSSEN**
Grips

TIGRAN AGHASARYAN  GREG ANTONOPOULOS
RIKI ATONETTE  THOMAS BAEHRL
AARON BURTON  GABE CAMACHO
JANNAES DE LEEST  GARRETT DORIN
ANDRZEJ DYGA  RICHARD ESTRELLA
NOAH FLIPPO  SPENCER FORGHAM-THRIFT
IVAN GARCIA  ANDY GRISHKIAN
DWANE HARRIS  LLEWELLYN HARRISON
BRIAN JOHNSON  BILL KENNEDY
ISRAEL LITHERAS  JOHN LOVEALL
QUINN MACMILLAN  PHINDA MAHLABA
MARCO MARINO  RAY MARTIN
JESSE MORITZ  MEERA MOUAWAD
NELSON NELSON  OLAA OLABI
ALEX PICASSO  AARON PONG
ISMAEL RAMIREZ  KHALID RILEY
MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ  LUCAS RUDERMAN
TOMMY RUFFNER  LUIS SANDOVAL
LARRY SCHULER  TROY STEINMETZ
MICAH STEPANIAN  ADAM SUDELL
SCOTT SWEITZER  CHARLES TAE
DAVE TERRY  DAVID THULWANE
JEFF TOMHAVE  DUSTIN VONLOSSBERG
JUSTICE WHITAKER

Grip Assistants  JOSHUA HARRISON
                  LOIC PEETERS
                  TIM ROELS

Swing  DUANE AVERY
Sound  PABLO DIEZ
       BEN MOORE
       DAVID SEAPOSE

Travel Agent  WENDY NYI, TRAVEL PRINCESS, INC
Travel Accommodation  KAREN MACDONALD
Travel Coordinator  JOANNE SUSAR
Flight Travel Manager  RASHID BANDERKER

Location Managers
JACKSON BASSEY  JESSE DRAELANTS
KIERON ESTRADA  HOLLY LI
MEGAN MACDONALD  MIKE MURPHY
DEREK O’CONNOR  CHARLIE PUZZO
STEVE SCHROEDER  CLAIRE TOVEY
VINCENT VANNI  STEVE WATCHORN
JASON WISCH

Location Scouts  MANU MEULEMAN
                JASON WISCH
Location Assistants  GREG CHATER
                     PETER MOYNIHAN
                     VINCENT SCHROYENS
                     SELENE STIE
                     ALEX VON BROCKDORFF
Site Reps  LAURIE COVINGTON LOPEZ
           ROBIN WALLACE
           TOM MOORE

Security
BOBBY AGUIRRE  JASON WISCH
SEAN DESMOND  JOHNNY LOWE

Gang Bosses
RICK ANTONETTE  TIMOTHY FAGAN
JAVIER JIMINEZ  TERRANCE MARTIN
GARY MORGAN  DUSTIN MEISNER

Catering
ACCESS CATERERS  ALEX’S CATERING
GSC STUDIO CATERING  HOLLYWOOD CATERERS
JOE LANOCE  K&G STUDIO CATERING
LAYLA’S BAKERY  OFF THE SHELF CATERING
PIER 59  RED HOT BOX
Y CATS CATERING  Catering Team Leader  HAROLD MUKOMBERANWA
Catering Logistics Manager  JAMES MUBAIWA
Catering Assistant  WITNESS MUZAVAZI
Chefs  HUGO CORTEZ
       ANDRE DEVANTIER
       FIELD MWSAE
       FRANCK PELLUCON
       MARTIN REYES

Medics
RICH ARAGON  ALEX GARDNER
MICA GOLDSTEIN  TY JACKSON
MARY KATE KREMAR  DOMINIQUE ROSSOUW
MICHAEL SMITH  JOE SPIATALIERI
TEGAN WENTZEL  YVETTE ZAMBRANO

Studio Teachers
DONNA CORWIN  PHIL EISENHOWER
HAYLEY FELIX  JILL GANN
MARA MARK  BELINDA MCCORMICK
RONICA MUNSAMI  MELANIE PASTOR
SHARON SACKS  PALESA TSELE

Craft Services
BAJA BROTHERS  JIMMY CAMPBELL
JONATHAN EBEL  BRANDEE GARCIA
TENA GOLDING  PAT HOTALING
CHRIS MATOSIAN  GARY MATOSIAN
TARISAI MUBARE  ROSARIO PINEDA
EVA SCOTT  CASSIE WELCKER

Craft Services Assistant  TSHEPO MOKWENA

Lifeguards
RICH ARAGON  JOE SPITALIERI
DAN GOLDBERG  YVETTE ZAMBRANO
OMEGA SECURITY  BO SLYAPICH
INNOVATIVE ADVANTAGE SECURITY  MPS SECURITY
THUSO 1 SECURITY  NEIL ETMAN

Water Safety  CHRIS CARNEL

Security
BOBBY AGUIRRE  RICK ANTONETTE
SEAN DESMOND  TIMOTHY FAGAN
TERRANCE MARTIN  TIMOTHY FAGAN

Water Safety  CHRIS CARNEL

Gang Bosses
RICK ANTONETTE  TIMOTHY FAGAN
JAVIER JIMINEZ  TERRANCE MARTIN
FRANCIS ANTHONY MCGRATH  DUSTIN MEISNER
KIM SCHONERT
Thank You

KARISANENE MBENDURA
MAHINDIANI MBENDURA
REGINALDO ANTUNES
TAMARA TACHIONA
JONTE MOANING
DERREL BULLOCK
RAMON BAYNES
OUSMANE WILES
JIDENNA
SWAY CALLOWAY
THOMAS BURCH
CURTIS DENNIS
ROLLS ROYCE VINYL TREATMENT
ALEX RODRIGUEZ, DYNAMIC COLLISION INC
ASHTON ALLEN, ARTMOVEMENT LA
YOMI ABIOLA
NDABA THEMBEKILE ZWELIYAJIKA MANDELA
JOAN MORGAN
WARSAN SHIRE
JOSHUA KISSI
GEMAEN JORDAN TAYLOR
CHRISTOPHER BONIS
ERWINSON LEMUS
BRITTA HÄLLEBO
CHARLES TIBERIUS DOGGINTON
MARY JEANETTE RAMSEY
OLGA NOVOKSHENOVA
MATHEW PERELMAN, MAC ENTHUSIASTS
GOLDEN GATE COMPUTING
SOUNDTRACK BOSTON
CAPS PAYROLL
THE STUDENTS AT HIS GLORYPLUS COLLEGE
VUSI ARTS PROJECT (VAP)
THE TEAM COMPANIES
CVW RANCH
THE HUNTINGTON LIBRARY, ART MUSEUM, AND BOTANICAL
GARDENS
SIERRA SOUTH MOUNTAIN SPORTS
SCS WAREHOUSE

Additional Footage Courtesy Of
“BLACK GODS AND KINGS”
BY ROBERT FARRIS THOMPSON
COURTESY OF FOWLER MUSEUM AT
UCLA/PHOTOGRAPH BY DON COLE

ARTWORK COURTESY OF
DERRICK ADAMS
WOODROW NASH
ROB PRUITT
TIMOTHY WASHINGTON
CONRAD EYGIR
UGO RONDINONE
IRINA SHCHUKINA

Executive Producer .................. BEYONCÉ KNOWLES-CARTER
A&R Executives  ....................... TERESA LABARBERA
STEVEN “STEVE-O” CARLESS
JON PLATT

Creative Director  ..................... KWASI FORDJOUR
A&R  .................................. MARIEL GOMEREZ
KWASI FORDJOUR
RICKY LAWSON

Music Director  ....................... DEREK DIXIE

Album Songs Mix and Recording
STUART WHITE
TONY MASERATI
LESLIE BRATHWAITE
CHRIS GODBEY
LESTER MENDOZA
TYLER SCOTT
JOHN CRANFIELD
ZACHARY ACOSTA

Beyoncé appears courtesy of
Parkwood Entertainment and Columbia Records
By arrangement with Sony Music Entertainment

MUSIC

CÔTE D’IVOIRE: LITTLE GIRLS’ SUNG GAMES (EXTRACT)
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: NZENZENZE
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

BALANCE (MUFASA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and
Jeff Nathanson
Performed by James Earl Jones

BIGGER
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Stacy Barthe,
Derek James Dixie, Rachel “Raye” Keen, Akil “Fresh” King and
Richard Lawson
Performed by Beyoncé

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC: LULLABY – NZAKARA
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

SUDAN: ALUNĐÉ DODO BASÉ
Written by M. Okrun
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings
THE STARS (MUFASA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by James Earl Jones

FIND YOUR WAY BACK
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Niniola Apata, Bubele Booi, Brittany “Starrah” Hazzard, Robert Magwenzi, Abisagboola “Bankulli” Oluseun, and Osaretin Osabuohien
Performed by Beyoncé

DON’T JEALOUS ME
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Nana O. Afriyie, Oluwatosin Oluwole Ajibade, Yemi Alade, Derek James Dixie, Ariowa Irosogie, and Augustine Miles Kelechukwu
Performed by Tekno, Lord Afrixana, Mr Eazi and Yemi Alade

DANGER (YOUNG SIMBA & YOUNG NALA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by Chiwetel Ejiofor and JD McCrary

SCAR
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Danielle Balbuena, Mike Dean, Dave Hamelin, Ariowa Irosogie, Richard Isong, Jessie Reyes, and Tim Suby
Performed by 070 Shake and Jessie Reyez

RUN AWAY (SCAR & YOUNG SIMBA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by JD McCrary and Shahadi Wright

NILE
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Denisia Andrews, Hykeem Carter, Brittany Coney, Kendrick Duckworth, Mark Spears, and Keanu Dean Torres
Performed by Beyoncé and Kendrick Lamar
Kendrick Lamar Appears Courtesy of Top Dawg Ent./Aftermath Entertainment/Interscope Records

GIFT ECHOES
Written and Performed by James William Blades

NEW LESSON (TIMON, PUMBAA, & YOUNG SIMBA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by Billy Eichner, JD McCrary and Seth Rogen

MBUBE
Written and Performed by Solomon Linda

DIARABY NENE
Written and Performed by Oumou Sangaré
Courtesy of World Circuit Limited
by Arrangement with BMG Rights Management (US) LLC

MOOD 4 EVA
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Shawn Carter, Denisia Andrews, Ant Clemons, Brittany Coney, Donald Glover, Teo Halm, Floyd Nathaniel Hills, Khaled Khaled, Jeff Kleinman, Anathi Bhongo Mnyango, Oumou Sangaré, and Michael Uzowuru
Performed by Beyoncé, JAY-Z, Childish Gambino and Oumou Sangaré
JAY-Z Appears Courtesy of Roc Nation
Childish Gambino Appears Courtesy of Wolf & Rothstein/RCA Records

JA ARA E
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Richard Isong and Damini Ogulu
Performed by Burna Boy

FOLLOW ME (RAFIKI INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by Donald Glover and John Kani

ALREADY
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Ronald Banful, Toumani Diabate, Brittany “Starrah” Hazzard, Charles Nii Armah Mensah, Thomas Wesley Pentz, Clément Picard, and Maxime Picard
Performed by Beyoncé, Shatta Wale, and Major Lazer

REMEMBER (MUFASA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by James Earl Jones

CAMEROON: LULLABY (EXTRACT)
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

WATER
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Nana O. Afriyie, Nija Charles, Richard Isong, Alastair O’donnell, and Pharrell Williams
Performed by Beyoncé, Salatiel, and Pharrell Williams
Salatiel Appears Courtesy of Alpha Better Records
Pharrell Williams Appears Courtesy of i am OTHER/ Columbia Records

BROWN SKIN GIRL
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Blue Ivy Carter, Shawn Carter, Stacy Barthe, Richard Isong, Adio Marchant, Anathi Bhongo Mnyango, Carlos St. John, Michael Uzowuru
Performed by Beyoncé, Blue Ivy, SAINt JHN and Wizkid
COME HOME (NALA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by Beyoncé

KEYS TO THE KINGDOM
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Oluwatoso Oluwole Ajibade, Ronald Banful, Derek James Dixie, Arowa Irosogie, Richard Isong, Akil "Fresh" King, Rich King, Kim "Kaydence" Krysiuk, Tiwatope Savage, Rickie "Caso" Tice and Gerald White
Performed by Tiwa Savage and Mr Eazi
Tiwa Savage Appears Courtesy of Universal Music Group
Mr Eazi Courtesy of Empawa Africa Ltd

OTHERSIDE
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Sydney Bennett, Nick Green, Abisagboola "Bankulli" Oluseun and Dave Rosser
Performed by Beyoncé

EKWANE KA MARUMO
Courtesy of the International Library of African Music

ISILEYI SAM (WEDDING SONG)
Arranged by Pete Seeger
Performed by the Song Swappers
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

SUDAN: DIBITI OVAJIRAN
Written by M. Okrun
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

ZULU SONG
Courtesy of Smithsonian Folkways Recordings

WAR (NALA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by Beyoncé

MY POWER
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Yemi Alade, Denisia Andrews, Nija Charles, Brittany Coney, Busiswa Gqulu, Lsanda Asale Gwala, Sanelisiwe Twisha, and Tierra Whack
Performed by Beyoncé, Busiswa, Yemi Alade, Tierra Whack, Moonchild Sanelly, Nija and DJ Lag
Busiswa Appears Courtesy of Busiswa Entertainment
Yemi Alade Appears Courtesy of Effyzzie Music Ltd
Tierra Whack Appears Courtesy of Interscope Records
Moonchild Sanelly Appears Courtesy of Band of Wolves
Nija Appears Courtesy of Legion
DJ Lag Appears Courtesy of Hyperdub

I’M HOME (MUFASA, SARABI, & SIMBA INTERLUDE)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Derek James Dixie, and Jeff Nathanson
Performed by James Earl Jones, Alfre Woodard, and Donald Glover

SPIRIT
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Timothy Mckenzie, and Ilya Salmanzadeh
Performed by Beyoncé

BLACK PARADE
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Shawn Carter, Denisia Andrews, Stephen Bray, Brittany Coney, Derek Dixie, Akil “Fresh” King, Kim “Kaydence” Krysiuk, and Rickie “Caso” Tice
Performed by Beyoncé

FIND YOUR WAY BACK (MELO-X REMIX)
Written by Beyoncé Knowles-Carter, Niniola Apata, Bubele Booi, Brittany “Starrah” Hazzard, Robert Magwenzi, Abisagboola “Bankulli” Oluseun, and Osaretin Osabuohien
Performed by Beyoncé